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God of the Sea (and further) 
Kalyn RoseAnne 
  
It is said that Poseidon has reign over horses that can ride 
on the sea 
They pull his chariot across waves which play over a depth 
of 1,000 fathoms 
They pull him under into a world away from ours 
and yet he has been called a mover of the earth 
for making our ground quake 
  
I have tried to define you as many times as the sea is deep 
but I keep swimming to the surface with an empty mouth 
You are my lexical gap, you see 
We have written entire languages, penned the tongues 
of men and angels and still I cannot find a word to explain 
just what you are 
  
I think of California. Of clay. Of being 1,000 fathoms 
away. 
Of fields blending into the sky after dark. 
Laughter that I cannot name. Citrus. 
And I wonder if Poseidon 
with his horses and his earthquakes 
was once a god who walked the land 
  
and only banished himself to the sea 
thinking she would no longer feel him 
from so far away 
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Photography by Anjili Gomes 
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Cambiando Caminos 
Daniel Valentine Rivera 
  
Nadie me podria quitar el orgullo de ser Latino, mucho 

menos quitar la esperanza.  
Hay orgullo en ser Americano tambien, y quiero ver a 

todos con ese tolerancia.  
Tengo un sueño, que el exito se presta para los 

indocumentados que no alcanzan.  
Quiero supportar a los que batallan, y expresar mi 

admiracion por ellos con una alabanza.  
 
I was planted in this country but blossomed in two cultures 

and traditions.  
Any paperwork I possess points me as being a citizen, an 

American in addition.  
Because of this, I have more privileges than some of my 

peers who aren't granted admission.  
I owe a debt of gratitude, for my parents and God for 

placing me in this unappreciated position.  
 
My mind is American, but my heart is Mexican.  And I'm 

proud to have this as my identity,  
As do many, but not many have those same benefits- legal 

status being the enemy.  
I know very well that they have dreams more profound than 

mine, dreams of leaving a legacy.  
Those who envision greatness with very few resources 

should be allowed to follow their destiny.  
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There is proof that you can be undocumented and still be 

able to achieve something impressive,  
A beautiful sight to see on my news-feed, nothing less than 

accomplished and expressive.  
Their paths were faced with countless obstacles, but they 

prove to be progressive,  
Even though they're labeled as aliens, with a government 

having the audacity to be oppressive.  
  
There is uncertainty when considering what lies ahead 

when things can change at any instant,   
But this decision to end a certain program will not be an 

impediment, they will remain persistent. 
They will continue to prosper, standing by compassionate 

people who will offer assistance.  
They call themselves Dreamers, dreaming that one day they 

can contribute in coexistence.  
  
Aunque haiga injusticia en este país, eso no les frenan y al 

contrario, ní piensan en rendir y prefieren sufrir.  
Siempre he dicho que los Dreamers me inspiran a seguir 

estudiando, para que mis sueños se pueden cumplir.  
Han cambiando mi camino, a un camino gratificante lleno 

de alegría y esperanza sin quitarme las con ganas de 
vivir.  
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Prometo que les voy a devolver el favor, ofreciéndoles mi 
apoyo, refuerzo, y refugio hasta que el opresión no 
se puede sentir.  

   
• This poem is dedicated to all the Dreamers, especially the 
ones I'm proud to call my friends. 
 
Consider this, Dr. Williams 
David Zhivkovich 
  
so much depends 
upon 
  
wheelbarrow 
pushers 
  
just as red 
as the 
  
wheelbarrows 
they push 
  
…you got any more plums?  
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Submit to Me by Kylie Marsh 

 
Coyote Women 
Ara Vickers 
  
The townsfolk of Burnsville, North Carolina, were only 
ever in a frenzy over two things: the first being the yearly 
County Fair and subsequent prize show, and the second 
was the rare occurrence of a new pastor in either of the two 
churches.  Anything else that could fluster the farm folk 
had to be a true spectacle, such as the extraordinary event 
ten years prior when a local milk cow gave birth to a two-
headed calf.  Although it only lived one hour after its birth, 
its short life was cemented in the town’s rotating wheel of 
gossip for years to come.  But a spectacle was about to 
occur in the peaceful countryside that would diligently 
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scribble over that spectacular cow tale with the finality of a 
toddler with sharpie in hand. 

It all began on a Saturday morning.  It was a month 
after summer, and the air was beginning to feel crisp.  It 
was early enough for the top of the sun’s head to be barely 
visible behind the sloping sea of mountains.  The usually 
green woods behind Belle Lee’s tattered 
yellow trailer was painted a delicate watercolor blue by the 
skyline, and everything was in its proper place.  
Everything, that was, but the wild creature, decorated in a 
collage of blood, leaves, and dirt, which sat waiting in the 
trees.  It would have successfully been lost in a veil of 
foliage, if not for the pair of striking violet eyes. 

Belle Lee, who suffered from insomnia and was 
used to delusions after long nights 
awake, was on her front porch, cigarette in hand, when she 
caught a glimpse of the violet glow offset by a green shrub.  
She stared into them for a few long seconds, a numbness 
from the absurdity of the moment crawling out of her 
fingertips and settling in the pit of her stomach.  As the sun 
rose further over the mountaintops, rays of light beamed 
down upon the forest line, Belle Lee could make out a 
sharp nose and small lips covered in dirt.  The face was 
human; she was certain of it, even if she was an insomniac 
at the crack of dawn.  She became stiff, carefully crafting 
every motion, sure not to make any sudden flicks of her 
cigarette butt or habitual tap of her boot.  “Sensible people” 
in Belle Lee’s circumstances would have crossed the five 
or so meters from her porch steps to where the child was 
crouched as soon as they realized the 
cowering figure was human.  But Belle Lee, raised in 
isolation by a mother drowning in her own special elixir of 
self-pity and vodka, recognized a wildness in the child 
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she’d seen only twice- once, in the madness of her mother 
and again in her encounters with the coyotes roaming her 
land.  There was a fragility in both, wearing rage as a cloak 
for starvation. 

Knowing this, she stood up, a rose garden growing 
in her stomach, and retreated into 
the back door of her trailer.  Moments later, still in doubt of 
her plan, she came out carrying Tupperware filled with 
Kraft mac and cheese and bits of cold bacon.  Belle Lee 
battled the desire to look out to the forest line to check if 
the little thing was still there.  Instead, she placed the 
Tupperware on the porch and threw her head back.  Coarse, 
gray hair flew over her shoulders as she made the usual 
call, “Juniper, Levi, Augustus, and all y’all other deviants, 
it’s time to eat!” 

The call was one she made every morning and 
evening to the wild, stranded cats on 
her land.  Country people held a firm belief that an animal’s 
instincts would kick in if you pushed it into the wild, so 
every year, kitten upon kitten was dropped off where they 
couldn’t find their way back.  And as a result, Belle Lee 
had a bit of a cat empire on her hands. 

What if someone figured the same with this child? 
She didn’t stop to contemplate the thought.  She entered her 
house again, ear to the chilled wall opposing the porch.  
The time ticked by too slowly.  Five, ten, and then, fifteen 
minutes passed with Belle Lee’s patience waning a bit 
every second.  However, she kept her nerve by restating 
everything she knew: A child was crouched at the forest 
line, waiting for something.  She had mistaken this child for 
an animal, and nothing but those two violet eyes showed it 
was anything else. 
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She was moments from opening her screen door and 
rushing into the woods, bounding for the little figure with 
all the might she could muster, even though she knew this 
was a frivolous idea.  The distinct scraping of nails on a pot 
interrupted these thoughts and declared her plan a success.  
Belle Lee, with a speed the neighbors would have declared 
startling for a sixty-five-year-old woman, bolted out of her 
doorway and, giving little chance to run, wrapped her 
ironclad arms around the little creature.  The thing froze in 
her grasp, weighing no more than forty pounds.  She held 
the door open with her foot and swung it wide with her 
shoulder.  She quickly placed the child down on a once 
white couch across the room, which showed its years in an 
assortment of Pollock worthy stains.  The child 
immediately jumped from it and ran for the door, clawing 
at the plastic door knob with such ferocity that Belle Lee 
had to remind herself that what she was rescuing was 
indeed human.  Weary of being scratched again, Belle 
trudged across the small trailer, which acted as kitchen, 
living room, and bedroom in a 12x12 foot area, and picked 
up a yellow landline made sometime mid-70’s.  She had 
memorized the station’s number long ago and, for a brief 
moment, was brought back to those cowering moments of 
locking herself away, worried the madness around her 
would infect her too, waiting for a voice to pick up on the 
other line.  She glanced at the ticking clock hanging over 
the electric oven opposite her as the ringer drooled on and 
realized with the special kind of annoyance she only 
reserved towards governmental matters that the police 
station didn’t open until ten.  Her intuition whispered that 
the police might not be best for this current situation 
anyways.  They might take the little creature away, force 
her or him into a life they thought it should lead, treat it like 
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a victim and never let it think anything else.  Belle Lee 
knew they were bad at handling delicate things. 

“I’ll call them at ten,” she said to the little creature, 
still persistent in its attack of the doorway, as if 
absentmindedly expecting it to hold her to her word.  She 
threw thoughts of the police down with the thud of the 
phone and set about calming the child’s nerves. She was 
reminded of the time when she was a little girl, about the 
same age as the child, and had found a dirtied, starved 
kitten in the woods.  It cried, as a human child would, but 
scurried away into the dark forest in a fearful flight every 
time Belle Lee approached.  Eventually, after a week of 
leaving food nearby, it stayed closer.  Belle Lee, knowing 
little about children and certainly knowing nothing about 
wild, dirtied children living in the woods and eating old 
food from pots left outside trailers, decided the best course 
of action was to earn the wild child’s trust the same way 
she had earned the trust of that kitten.  She cooked up an 
odd assortment of food from her bleak freezer.  She set a 
pot of the mixture - rice, beans, chowder soup, and an 
assortment of salad greens from the garden - down in front 
of the child.  The child hissed in a low voice, prompting 
Belle Lee to back away.  Tentatively, it stared down at the 
pot and scooped its callused, dirtied hands into the mixture, 
eyes gleaming.  Belle Lee couldn’t help but chuckle a bit 
when the child discarded the greens to the floor below and 
continued to dig through the miscellaneous meal. 

“You may be wild, but you’re just like any other 
kid, aren’t ya?” she asked to the air.  She noticed, while it 
swallowed more of the pot’s contents, it was beginning to 
shiver feverishly.  It took two more hours for Belle Lee to 
successfully get close enough to the child in order for her to 
wrap an obnoxiously fuzzy wolf blanket around it.  When 
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she did, she noticed the naked figure was a girl, although 
this did nothing more than make Belle Lee shrug.  The 
child snugly twisted deep into the threshold of the blanket.  
The clock on the wall ticked determinedly, ten o’clock 
rising up. 

It would be a mad woman’s decision to keep from 
calling the police, Belle Lee thought to herself.  If anyone 
ever found out, you’d be tried for kidnapping and locked 
away in a cell smaller than this damn trailer.  That sensible 
part of her, who dressed up for Sunday Mass and cared 
about farmer’s gossip, begged the wild part of her to obey 
the will of law.  There were fisticuffs between both 
inclinations in her brain, and a compromise was made once 
a headache was reached.  She agreed to call between one or 
three, depending on how the situation played out, and in the 
meantime would continue to play attentive mother to the 
wild child.  The child shied away from any touch, but after 
a little while, she didn’t mind Belle Lee being close.  Belle 
Lee leaned down next to the girl, now close enough to see 
freckles underneath the muck coating the child’s face, and a 
tinge of blonde hair, cut jaggedly and poking out in every 
direction.  She sat in the silence as waves of sadness 
washed over her to the beat of the clock ticks. 

“What should I do with you?” she wondered aloud, 
bothered by her own indecisiveness.  The set of eyes stared 
back inquiringly.  Guilt weighed down upon Belle Lee.  
She saw through her own mindset and dismissed the faint 
feeling in her gut.  The sooner the child was acclimated to 
society the better.  With this in mind, she strenuously rose 
from her crouched position next to the wild child and took 
placid, steel steps across the room to the landline. The 
phone rang once, twice, a third time and Belle Lee felt a 
pool of relief trickle down her conscious.  But there was no 
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fourth ring; instead, the bland voice of an unknown man 
made its way through the other end of the line.  “Hello, 
Burnsville Police Department, what seems to be the matter 
today?” 

“Well… Well you see Officer, something rather 
strange has occurred at my house.” 

The voice chuckled a bit, “Eh, even stranger than 
that two-headed calf two years 
back?” 

Belle Lee smiled weakly out of habit, “Well, 
actually, yes… I’d say so, anyhow. You 
see Officer… A child showed up at my porch this morning, 
she was just wandering 
the woods, covered in dirt and blood.” 

The other line was silent for a moment.  Then, in a 
calculated tone, the Officer’s voice sounded cheerful no 
longer, “Did I hear you right, Miss?  Somebody’s kid 
showed up at your house?” 
 
Library 
David Zhivkovich 

  
O, whither ought we aim but here? 
Past love and life, past final year, 

To rest in leaves forevermore 
Distinguished by a dogged ear. 

  
And so, elude the stone-still tomb 
In oaken shelves of quiet rooms- 

The body feeds the rosy Earth 
While mind and soul forever bloom! 
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Haiku Competition Winner 
Mike Falzone 

  
Bleak night in Gotham 

Crime bleeds through the darkened streets 
And I am BATMAN 

 
Untitled 
Mikayla Bryant 
  
Catapulted into a daze of hazy, lazy ways and plays of time 
Time 
I think of time and I close my eyes 
cogitating better moments in life. 
Better days ahead filled with serenity and 
Blissful moments with no worries 
I open my eyes and close them back again this 
time it’s not only filled with serenity and bliss 
but filled with prosperity and hopefulness 
achieving my purpose the universe has given me. 
I open my eyes once again and I look out into the skies. 
The hue is a beautiful blue and the mountains 
peaks aim towards the skies limitations. 
I can feel the radiant beams of the sun 
engraving into my brown skin. 
And in that instant, I realize that moments like 
this and the worlds and ideas I have created in 
my mind is why I still aspire to be alive 
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Shadows by Kylie Marsh 

 

 
Notre Dame Cathedral by Meredith Murray 
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The K in Sky 
Jamison Cole McLean 
  
It was cold – that brilliantly dry, snapping cold that takes 
your breath away – my first night in Kandersteg, 
Switzerland, high in the Swiss Alps.  The train whistle 
seemed to radiate across the blank, untouched snow as the 
train carried cars unequipped to handle the journey up the 
mountains on its flat bed.  I stepped out of the chalet, his 
arm beside mine the only source of warmth, and nearly 
tilted backwards as I was confronted with the night sky.  
Framed by the staggering shelves of mountains on either 
side, it was less the brightness of the stars than the 
blackness of the night that made me lose and catch my 
balance.  The darkness was brilliant.  It seemed to take on a 
life of its own, furling and unfurling with the slightest 
breath of wind.  And the stars did not twinkle.  They 
blazed, refusing to break eye contact.  And the number of 
them, like the undivided layers of snowflakes as they fall, 
were more than my brain could adjust to.  I never knew the 
night like this.  “Do you see Orion?” he whispered, his 
breath creating its own atmosphere around us, safe and 
warm.  I shook my head.  The sky had lost its expected 
image of a connect-the-dots coloring page, and I no longer 
had any sense of where we were.  He pointed out Rigel, his 
fingers moving deftly across the stars, a conductor in his 
own right.  But I could not find the belt that I knew so well 
or the queen in all her beauty jailed by night forever.  In 
that moment, I knew that we had lost something.  For all 
our technology and advancements, we had lost one of our 
greatest gifts.  We had left behind an all-consuming, all-
encompassing reminder.  Turning toward him, I knew we 
had left behind this feeling of innumerable love. 
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Paris Love Locks by Meredith Murray 
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Daydream 
Sir Francis Dashwood 
  
I am a creamy rosebud pressed in your Bible. 
I am a strand of hair trapped on your dress. 
I am some things that you said you’d remember. 
I am some things you’ll never forget. 
  
Perhaps you’ll recall some days, lost in your past, 
And maybe, you’ll fall into daydreams I share, 
When life was a kiss and a smile and a tear, 
When whispered phrases fell soft on your ear. 
  
Oh, when autumn comes and the summer is dying, 
When darkness approaches, encroaching on light, 
Think of me then, as I spin through your head, 
A face from the past and a voice from the dead. 
  
Memories are things that all men can hold, 
Remembering rosebuds now faded and perished. 
We stumble on blindly, until we grow old, 
Remembering dreams to always be cherished. 
  
You are a silken cheek, pressed to my heart. 
You are a teardrop, trapped in my eye. 
You are some things that I said I’d remember. 
You are some things I’ll never forget. 
 
Wife 
Hannah Mallah 
  
Wife like the forever wife will be 
That cradles the wind inside 
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As the twinkle sings 
Like the sun in the morning 
But the eyes will compromise 
Wife like the forever wife will be 
 
Voice Embargo  
Daniel Valentine Rivera 
  
The power of written word is a talent I have wasted, for 

fear of negative reception and criticism.  
I'm infamous for garnering enemies, always acting 

intolerable towards my smallest mannerism.  
  
Am I wasting my breath when I say something polarizing 

because I don't have many devotees? 
How far can my voice travel if my opinion unsettles people 

who don't agree? 
  
The ones that are heard by society are the ones that speak 

the loudest.  
Those individuals just love to hear themselves; they deem 

themselves the proudest.  
  
I'll let them have their fun because people will never care if 

they're pretentious.  
In the direction things are going, this world will probably 

never come to a consensus.  
  
When there is enticing positivity, there will be negativity 

that is too abundant to avoid.  
Room for creation is scarce, and many will debate whether 

change has improved or destroyed. 
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People always make space for a debate but leave little to be 
desired for me to engage  

What with the countless low blows, insults, and nasty 
attitudes leaving people enraged.  

  
I see nothing wrong with disagreeing with me; on the 

contrary, I gladly welcome it.  
But note the conversation is over as soon as you say my 

opinion is invalid or incorrect.  
  
Never shall it cross my mind to say my opinion is more 

important than kindness or respect.  
Bigotry is too prevalent in this society, and having someone 

agree is too much to ever expect. 

 
Photography by Carl Swann 
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Every Sun Falling 
Michael Jason Reed 
  
We are all coming home 
On a pile of bones strewn about an opus of stone 
Where the snow blows year over, 
Picking atonal notes with old teeth 
In a summer surreality. 
And with the rise of the sound 
Of incessantly screeching snowplows 
That accompany every sun falling down, 
We are always coming home. 
 
Stolen and sold, 
Broken and soldered back together 
Like a snowman that wonders 
Where and when the place and day 
Are running home to melt away. 
But the weather is stationary: 
It’s always changing, but typically remains 
In relative moderation; 
It’s the differences that make it the same. 
 
A prime permanence circling space 
Always dictates 
That the only way to self-made 
Is all the children’s bridges 
And the chains of all ages. 
Burn the pockets open 
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So we can smell the roses 
Even in the off-season, 
  
While we are wondering 
What is home? 
The snowman grows bones to tread ground 
And when the bridges finish burning him down, 
It’s finally realized to the rise of the sound 
That we’ve always been and will always be 
Because we are always home. 
 
Orange Is 
Kalyn RoseAnne 
  
Orange is golden hour in a field of wheat 
while hazy autumn hangs by spider’s threads 
in the corner of the window sill 
  
It is final sunset rays slipping through 
slits in the old barn panels 
falling onto bare shoulders 
And it is firelight when darkness drowns 
the house ‘til dawn 
  
Orange is her laughter exploding into the night 
ripping through fields of lavender 
until everything alive in a four-mile radius 
has heard what you call music 
and called it music too 
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Orange is the monarch’s wings 
bordered in black 
How gently that butterfly 
lifts into the air 
seemingly without effort 
Seemingly. 
Like doing what you’re born to do 
is easy 
  
It is the fading of the day 
as the spine of the sky slips 
a glowing orange disc 
and all goes dark 
‘til dawn 
 
Unmade 
Jamison Cole McLean 
  
“Make up your mind,” she said, as if my head was a swirl 
of pillows and sheets waiting to be tucked and fluffed and 
fitted.  “Make up your mind,” she said, and I had no 
answer.  What was it about my disheveled, unmade mind 
that bothered her?  Was it the shiny things peeking out of 
drawers, glistening and taunting with their possibilities?  
The paper cranes flying around my ceiling?  The monsters 
beneath my bed?  I could picture her mind with its stacks of 
perfect corners, stuffed into closets, long forgotten.  Her 
made up mind was a black and white pinpoint width of a 
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thing with sealed doors and no escapes or exits.  Her mind 
was made up, and there was no room for the unknown.  
“Make up your mind,” she said, and I opened my mouth 
and laughed like sunshine. 
 

 
Astronaut by Anjili Gomes 
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Street Justice is Real Justice 
Chandler N 
 
We weren't born bad  
It's just that when bad things happen  
It can give you bad thoughts 
And I know it ain't just me 
‘Cause I wasn't alone in court 
It's the mindset you get 
When you're growing up poor 
That makes 12-year-old kids 
Wanna steal from the store 
Then by 14 and 15 
Tote a new .44 
With a mask on their face 
They come kick down your door 
Thinking why did he have to have kids 
Tell ‘em to lay on the floor 
And after they leave with the cash 
The story don't end 
‘Cause they're almost 18 now 
And they just lost a friend 
So they're out shedding blood 
For every tear that was shed 
You see cold-blooded killers 
They see their own type of law 
Judge, jury, and executioner 
All in one car 
They get one final mission 
Perhaps the greatest of all 
See one of them has a sister 
And when he picked up her call 
She was crying for help 
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So he pulled out his chrome 
They drove to her location 
She was still on the phone 
And their stomachs churned 
At the sound of her tone 
So they ran in the house 
And they saw what was wrong 
He was laying on top of her 
And wouldn't let go 
So the boys threw him off 
And dragged him out the door 
One stayed to comfort her 
And it wasn't her brother 
‘Cause he had the dude on his knees 
With a gun to his dome 
Stared him straight in the eyes 
His own humanity gone 
And the man sat there pleading 
Now God could only save his soul 
And he put one bullet in his body 
For every time she screamed no 
 
SUMMER SEASON 
Sir Francis Dashwood 
 
I’m laughing and joking – I swallow my tension. 
Work is our reason for meeting and talking, 
Summer the reason for innocent walking, 
Close, closer together. 
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I’m smiling and thinking, “Imagine her soft touch.” 
Life is our freedom for joining our lips. 
I know of her soft touch. 
I know she is tender. 
And now, we’re walking, closer together. 
 
I’m happy, I love you – I wake to your kiss. 
Love is our reason for actions of pleasure. 
Summer, the reason for living forever, 
Now, so close together. 
 
I’m sadder and lonely, for now she is autumn. 
Gold leaves are falling, the color of her hair. 
Memories are calling, 
But she is not there, 
Yet once so close together. 
 
Beneath 
Hannah Mallah 
 
Life beneath the bubble of life 
Life like wrap of love 
Love the wrap of life 
Life wraps of the gift you love 
But it’s to the gift of love 
Wraps around full of life 
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Sad Girl by James Jung 

 
Lucid Love 
Daniel Valentine Rivera  
 
Let me talk about a love that I once had the pleasure to 
know.  
This person was perfect in everything she was willing to 
show.  
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I fell in love with every hug and every kiss she let me 
bestow.  
The love we had for each other was so irreplaceable, so 
where did it go?  
 
A love where the memories you share never escape the 
mind,  
Where searching for a reason to smile is never hard to find, 
Making you see no evil and ignoring all flaws almost as if 
you were blind,  
It can even make you realize that the one you hold in your 
arms is one of a kind.  
 
A love where the qualities you seek are in the eyes into 
which you stare,  
Making you believe you don't deserve something so 
incredibly rare.  
Where the truth is always what you hear and the reasons 
are always fair,  
Staying so close that secrets are never kept because the 
trust is always there.  
 
A love that can be healed as quickly as it's broken, hurt, or 
offended,  
Where there is never the need to argue, fight, or be 
reprimanded, 
Forgiving rather than forgetting because love was always 
intended.  
Always agreeing on the same views and morals so nothing 
is defended.  
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A love that takes advantage of any given moment and turns 
it into an experience,  
Where you begin to be less aware of your surroundings and 
ignore all interference.  
Focusing on only each other and letting the wind be the 
direction of your appearance,  
Staying together because the presence of one another is the 
motive that leads to perseverance.  
 
A love that makes you imagine a flawless future together 
like a fairy tale.  
Such a future with a precious family that are heaviest on 
the priority scale, 
Like a family that is liberated, content with hair blowing 
through a summers gale.  
Where tears of sorrow can never be shed and true happiness 
will always prevail.  
 
Having insomnia now just makes this feeling of despair and 
being alone gleam.  
Nights are just filled with vague memories of how I held 
my infatuation in esteem, 
A love that perfect could keep me happy no matter how 
unrealistic it may seem.  
I miss that kind of love, but it will always be a kind that 
only exists within a lucid dream. 
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Four Small Meditations on the Game of Go 
David Zhivkovich 
 
(1) 
White and black stones, 
Twisting and spilling over 
Each other 
 
(2) 
The master of Go says, 
“Ah! This was clever.” 
The students taste bliss 
 
(3) 
Skirmish on the Goban- 
White places her stone, 
The combatants lean forward, 
Foreheads crumpled in agony 
 
(4) 
Impenetrable castles 
And adamantine chains 
Crumble – nine dan 
 
Option 
Estenia Serrano Orellana 
  
I rumbled as one with the bus, consistent bumps slamming 
me down hard on the spring seat.  This was never soothing.  
The bus mumbled as well, humming low like myself.  I was 
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always clumsily bumping shoulders with the one gay guy 
on the bus, awkwardly meeting eyes with the popular 
weight-watcher, and enduring the daily dose of headaches 
from the screeching middle schoolers.  There was no 
Metallica music or FIFA games to completely isolate me 
from the rest, and having to be sit in the back, forced to 
hear the latest news of dealers and sex, almost anything 
else would have been better.  So, the stained window to the 
outside was the only option to get away from the cussing 
minors and irritating shouts of the stupid.  Hugging the 
rock filled book bag on my lap, looking at the bald trees 
and the moss-covered houses, I found myself with no other 
option.  

That small fading red bricked house was owned by 
a lone woman working night and day; the crib-like swing 
limply hung on the bark of a dying tree that settled on 
prickly yellow grass.  It was the only toy for her one-year-
old and a burden to the sixteen-year-old boy forced to take 
care of the child while getting all A's, hoping to one day 
have a better life.  Though, in the end, the sixteen-year-old 
boy was cut short of his dreams.  

The little green shed covered in caging vines sat 
waiting for the next victim to be tied up with chains on its 
walls and awaited the day that the blood splattered over its 
canvas, as it dreamed of becoming a beautiful painting.  It 
didn’t know the meaning behind the action and would soon 
be torn down as the partner in crime.  

Through a window was a woman hugging a man, as 
he held a boy on his shoulders, and a rapidly wagging tail 
peeped from the bottom of the window, walking back and 
forth and in circles.  Who knew that happy moment would 
soon turn into a murder attempt.  
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An eager boy jumped off the bus in front of mine, 
glee beaming from his smile as he ran to his mother 
crouched down ready to catch him, because it had been 
three years since the last time he had seen his precious 
mother.  The poor boy didn’t know that would be the last 
time he would ever see her; he should have gripped her 
hand harder.  

Two stops more and there was a man sitting in the 
woods alone; his gray clothes made it seem like I had 
imagined him.  He was a visible spirit who died without 
peace but was still waiting for the light to cross over.  Day 
after day, he went about, and it would never end until he 
got the peace he knew nothing of.  There was another man 
one stop over, this one unmistakably alive, begging for 
anything he could get a hold of, holding a cardboard that 
read ‘God bless you’ written in disappearing black sharpie.  
And no matter what anyone said, he alone knew why he 
couldn’t live any better than now, always looking content 
with the world but ignored so much that, in the end, he 
seemed to be just another stranded spirit.  

The dump-like neighborhood I call mine appeared, 
and I squeezed through to leave, careful not to trip over the 
feet and bags in the lane.  Mumbling a “thank you” to the 
driver that either didn’t have a future in high school or 
loves to drive hysterical kids from their homes and back, I 
slowly walked down the steps and watched the bus drive 
away.  The cold air chilled my lungs.  My eyes wandered 
through the sky to see the cirrus clouds placed like a piece 
of calligraphy.  Daily barks from the pit-bull behind the 
pointed fence burst as I walked past, not stopping until I 
stood in front of the piss-colored door.  Before taking out 
the only golden key I had, I looked at the small patch of 
land he owned.  There was no hint of rainbow in the small 
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patch; there was just gray and rust.  The once upon of time 
red skateboard, long broken from rage, sat nestled in the 
prickly yellow grass.  A 1968 Dodge Charger, already 
rusting and falling apart, tiredly lay there, wishing to be 
destroyed.  

Sudden horrifying coughs burst through the 
crumbling house like a sick cat coughing up a hairball.  I 
decided it was time to go inside.  Quiet as could be, I took 
out the key and opened the rickety door.  Stepping inside, 
the smell of smoke filled my lungs.  Keeping down the 
several coughs, I pushed out an “I’m home, father.”  Every 
step I took creaked and every breath was poisonous.  The 
television was turned on to “Family Feud.”  The pipe was 
sitting like a trophy on the coffee table.  From here, I could 
see dots of white on the brown floor, the flooding smoke 
coming from his hand.  

He sat in the middle of the torn apart couch with 
nothing but stain-colored boxers on.  “I need more money, 
so prepare yourself, and don’t you dare fight back like last 
time.”  

Walking past the living room and into my tiny 
bedroom, I quietly shut the door.  I took in the years, 
looking around the dim room, and a realization came.  I 
turned the lock on the door.  I grabbed the silver key kept 
under the overused mattress, far from the reach of the 
stubby man’s hands, and unlocked the kept-out-of-reach 
safe.  My body trembled, as if I was back on the bus.  My 
head burst into screams, as if rewinding itself to the 
screeching middle schoolers.  Both heart and breath 
became rapid.  Metal should have been cool under the skin, 
but this metal burned. 
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Killer hands pounded the innocent door, engulfing shouts 
of swears and threats, an eternity of misfortune, and I was 
finally prepared.  I found no other option. 

 

 
Photography by Carl Swann 

 
Old Songs and New 
Sir Francis Dashwood 
 
I’ve listened to the old songs, telling teenage truth, 
And now have come the new songs, yelling flaming youth. 
I’m feeling old and dusty, decayed and rather rusty, 
Hearing all the new songs, yelling flaming youth. 
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Like yellowed grass on still verandahs, 
Or thorny trees upon a green hill, 
Like dreamy days of the summertime, 
 They’re all so far away. 
Like silent Chaplin movie gestures, 
Or lava love in Roman ruins, 
Or dreamy days of the summertime. 
The colors now are grey. 
 
Like the silver flash of a leaping trout, 
 As he rises up to catch a fly 
 That’s skimming above the water. 
Or like the whispered words of loving, 
 Playing softly on your ear, 
Life passes by and can’t be held, except in memories. 
 
I’ve written all those old songs, telling teenage truth, 
And now I hum the new songs, yelling flaming youth. 
We know the tune and chorus, 
Like those who’ve gone before us, 
Living all the new songs, yelling flaming youth. 
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A Beacon to Blessings 
Daniel Valentine Rivera 
 
Individuals who post "sending thoughts and prayers" online 
is so cliché that it's almost an insult,  
Almost like they're driven to insanity as they continue to do 
it and hope for better results.  
But who can blame them? They're just as alarmed and 
confused, and it's not their fault.  
They ask themselves if there is a solution to such tragedy, 
wonder when it will come to a halt.  
 
Several people, like myself, have a sacred duty to pray for 
those who've departed.  
While prayer succeeds in instilling hope in my faith, there 
are still emotions left uncharted.  
It's a feeling of something crucial needed to be done but 
simply not knowing how to start it,  
Like a void that demands to be filled by selfless acts, 
intentions that are wholehearted.  
 
So where do we begin to put an end to tragedy that so many 
people tend to neglect. 
Progress won't be made unless there is a consensus, but 
that's too much to expect.  
It's undeniable that the opinion on gun control laws will 
continue to be a polarizing subject.  
And humanity is still threatened by things like natural 
disasters that laws simply can't protect.  
 
I'm not going to pretend that people aren't traumatized, 
homeless, and malnourished, 
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Or that tears cease to fall from beautiful faces as if there 
was no sorrow left in the aftermath.  
I just can't ignore that someone desperately needs to be 
reassured that they're not being punished, 
Or the fact that someone desperately needs nothing less 
than an angel to illuminate their path. 
 
I'm not the type that sees unfortunate events and would 
much rather change the channel, 
But I understand, sometimes the images and footage can be 
too much for anyone to handle.  
I don't think anyone should feel ashamed just because they 
can't add anything substantial.  
Sometimes people are in no position to go the extra mile, 
but maybe I can set the example.  
 
I know there could never be a message to alleviate the pain 
of an untimely, tragic occurrence.  
I agree it's insensitive to attempt to, and anybody that says 
otherwise displays their ignorance.  
I'm aware it's unfair to them and being reminded of this 
sobering fact won't make a difference:  
The depressing reality that the river of spilt blood will 
continue to flow regardless of hindrance.  
 
To those directly affected, I find difficulty articulating my 
sentiments without sounding taboo. 
Because with my condolences, I respectfully implore- seek 
solace in the people around you.  
In time, you'll recognized the sincerity, realize that unity is 
nothing to ignore or undervalue.  
I trust that hope, faith, and love will serve you as long as 
there is someone to be attached to.  
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- In memory of all the souls who lost their lives to 

acts of violence, earthquakes, hurricanes, 
mass shootings, wild fires, and everyone else that 
have left us too soon this year.  Let us not only pity 
the dead, but pity the living. 

 
Always on the Move 
Michael Jason Reed 
 
Now the deal is commenced 
And it’s too late to win 
But too soon to tell 
Whether what they will sell 
Will be from within 
And not mistaken 
For a storybook hell 
Because they cheat so well. 
Now the truth, it seems, 
Is dishonesty 
Dressed up to be 
A commodity. 
It’s a mystery 
That what everyone sees 
As a property 
Doesn’t mean a damn thing 
When it’s most handy. 
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Shaking hands on a deal that couldn’t be any worse 
For everyone involved now bound by their signatures, 
They bought the whole story because the lie was so well-

rehearsed, 
But when it begins – 
Or ends for that matter, whatever happens when it hurts – 
The sound the gavel makes will say the verdict won’t be 

reversed. 
The truth could break the chains, but they’ll never let the 

bubble burst 
If there’s more to win. 
 
She laughed out loud 
As the day unwound 
And started shooting calls 
To keep her standing tall 
Above a puzzled crowd, 
So shamefully proud 
At how she kept them all 
Thinking it’s their fault 
That a tragic hope 
Played a static role 
In the magic show: 
Out of sight and out of mind 
And pulled as tight as love is blind. 
 
The trash is full of smiles they collect to keep the fire 

blazing. 
Lying to the people so they stay in their imaginations, 
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They keep the distance in between as long as they can keep 
them patient 

(But relatively close) 
By writing small checks to give a false sense of 

appreciation. 
Sex can be a selling point if no one makes the realization 
 
Stationary swimming, a pool of simple complication 
Can turn friends to foes. 
The crowd is always growing, but the faces there are 

always changing; 
And the bottom line is always met if they can fake 

negotiations 
To keep them anywhere between sufficiency and 

deprivation – 
The living comatose. 
 
It’s always too soon 
To call a bust a boom, 
But the more they wait 
The more it’s too late 
To safely assume 
What they won’t do 
Will be a promise made 
As another breaks. 
What it takes 
To claim the stakes 
Is always on the move.  
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All I Could Remember Was Your Face by Kylie Marsh 
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I Have Loved You in Seasons 
Kalyn RoseAnne 
 
We met in a spring as ripe as our youth 
and the cherry blossoms opened 
into the perfect hue of things untainted 
We lay in grass up to our knees, reading stories to each 
other 
in shoddy English accents as the geese were coming home 
for the year 
 
And our love was an apple 
that grew so ripe on the branch 
All we had to do was reach up lightly 
barely touching its fullness 
before it fell into our hands 
 
We bit into a summer brimming with sweetness 
its juices running down our chins 
in a heat so brutal that lying lazily seemed like an answer 
to the question of what would come next 
 
The cool of fall swept in and we inhaled a refreshment 
that dug out a craving in each of us for another spring 
Returning to our knee-high grass we lay and watch the trees 
turn from green 
to golden 
to brown 
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I watched the leaves falling from their branches 
and understood that, like them, all I could do was let go 
 
Winter came with a biting cold 
and even when the snow fell so beautifully on the ground 
I knew that I was alone 
in that silent world of white 
And fires in the stove would never be enough 
to warm my bones the way that you did 
 
It’s spring again 
and I keep expecting our love to resurrect 
with the cherry trees 
the apples 
the leaves 
 
I lie there in the knee-high grass 
back pressing into the soil underneath 
as the bees gently pick up my hair 
and begin braiding it into the earth 
My whole body buzzing 
and I just stay there silent 
unmoving 
becoming one with the ground 
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Lost 
by Jamison Cole McLean 
 
There were bones. 
I went back to before, 
and there were bones, 
 
honeysuckles pushing through Jurassic skulls, 
moss grown over fool’s gold, 
and bones all around. 
 
In the distance, I heard a cuckoo clock, 
or perhaps it was a cuckoo 
leaving her egg in the nest of another. 
 
All the while I looked for something, 
in the land of before, 
but I could not remember what it was. 
 
I remembered the weight 
of a pickax against my shoulder, 
the smell of milkweed between my fingers; 
 
I remembered your face turned toward the sun 
and the little plastic house 
where we went to war. 
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But I could not remember 
why I had come back, 
back and back to the land of before. 
 

 

 
Petals by Jamison Cole McLean 
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Photography by Carl Swann  
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My Confused Trial… 
Jean de Dieu Mbonyimana 
 
I pulled the trigger 
When 
I was 18 
I am not gonna lie, I felt relieved 
Of a burden I had been carrying all those 18 years 
Now I’m in the room surrounded by those 
Who claim to judge my actions by 
Listening to a witness who saw the last minute 
When I pulled the trigger. 
I am feeling like Jesus 
Who asked God 
To forgive those 
Who crucified Him 
Claiming to know 
What they really didn’t know 
Even God now knows 
Not to claim to know 
What caused the creature to eat the fruit 
Maybe I am in over my head 
It doesn’t matter right now really 
Because they are all busy pretending 
Pretending 
To judge fairly. 
The trial they already concluded in their sleep. 
And I am pretending that they know what they are doing. 
We all pretend 
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We all pretend 
The sad part is that we don’t know that we are pretending 
Because the complexity of our brain 
Requires the one who knows not to know 
To understand 
Or the humility to ask when confused 
So in this room 
Since everyone thinks that they know 
That’s why it will take ages for the truth to come out. 
Right now 
Let’s give lawyers 
Space to twist words 
Hopefully the judge will lean in my favor 
Even though I am guilty of the crime 
 
Anyway, as we are waiting for my trial 
I have a question for you 
Who is the criminal in this situation, really? 
Me who pulled the trigger? 
Or my judges who have pretended from time to time 
And caused irreversible harm to all those 
Poor souls 
Who paid the cost of someone else’s mistake? 
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Get So Lucky 
Michael Jason Reed 
 
Hello, how have you been? 
Who is your favorite failure now? 
If ignorance is bliss, then you can bet it’s the competent 
Paying the price for it. 
Are you waiting for something that’s not coming? 
I think you are. 
Yes, you are. 
 
This is not an offer that I can’t refuse: 
A desert mirage in exchange for abuse. 
But no one seems to think about it too much, 
So this will mark the start of the final stretch. 
 
Break me, damage where I am, 
But try to understand the faults in that plan 
If you can 
They say you’ve got to take a stand if you don’t want to 

fall. 
But couldn’t they all be wrong? 
Let’s not pretend this hasn’t gone on and on and on and 

on… 
Now it’s happening again. 
Just a little opinion is all anyone needs 
To kill off addiction, learn to love, 
Live and be free. 
And shouldn’t we all get so lucky? 
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The tragic irony of the dotted line: 
No one signed but everyone agrees 
How can anybody learn anything 
When they’re lied to about history 
And made to concede? 
That’s fine? Oh, come on, 
Wake up! Where have you been? 
 
Villains are friends, as seen by enemies 
But heroes still fight for what they don’t believe. 
Traitors do nothing but follow the prize 
While cowards stick to their guns, 
Know when to hide. 
Yesterday saw the sun and the moon somehow, 
Tomorrow is so far off but it’s really right now. 
The enemy’s offer must come with a catch 
And it will mark the start of the final stretch. 
 

 
   Jack Barakat – All Time Low by Meredith Murray 
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The Golden Rule 
Michael Jason Reed 
 
She’s got the Midas touch, but 
The queen is forever donning gloves. 
She’s got one hand making lunch 
And the other one 
Always tending to her bite-shaped wounds 
From the man with a gold tooth, 
Intangibly counting the cards 
With blood. 
Freedom breeds the man with the flaws of Dr. Frankenstein 
When a friend becomes an enemy 
And the counterpart is a parasite. 
Now she grows 
Weary of presuming an anonymous affair of lies 
And medics with a fetish for an iron fist 
To cauterize all we know and feel. 
The commonwealth is logging its all-time losses 
Of the big contracts and their dollars, 
So the bosses are mining rules for gold, 
But they don’t call it lawless. 
It’s sempiternal in scope. 
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Awake, and wait. 
Waste away, and gain 
Only what’s given away. 
Was it ever work? 
Was it ever really working? 
Was it ever really work in the first place? 
The debt to the wage 
 
A rigid conflict is symbolic 
When it’s softened into laws 
On the altogether honest, 
And she’s anonymously touched. 
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Artwork by Shelbie Chervinko 
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POTUS 54 
Jean de Dieu Mbonyimana 
 
Sophisticated idiots 
Sophisticated idiots 
Sophisticated idiots 
 
Cheat, lie 
Live life 
Like a greedy bastard 
 
Money you have 
Bitch you get 
Respect you lack 
Still, you brag to be the one to drag the world  
Out of the darkness caused by sophisticated idiots like 
yourself 
 
Sophisticated idiots 
Sophisticated idiots 
Sophisticated idiot 
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Take comfort from those who kiss your ass but 
Behind your back they wish you hell 
Insecure about who you are 
Trash talk 
Your only strength 
I pity you old man 
 
Oh dear child 
Oh dear child 
I see the mistakes you made 
Still make 
I see the products you produce 
Impatient I become 
 
Wondering when you will grow up 
When will you grow up 
From making those toys 
Hahaha 
You are so proud of 
But harm your existence 
 
I can’t stop you 
Even though I want to 
Because you have to learn from your mistakes 
And that saddens me 
I know you will mature eventually 
But it’s taking too long 
Too goddamn long 
But not before long I realize that I was you 
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And you are still in me 
 
Because 
I still want to have what I don’t need 
And I’m confused about what I need 
You see, 
I have walked far away from my path 
Shiny things I need 
So I tell myself 
It took me so long 
To realize that 
And it will take so long to correct it 
That I admit 
 
I also confess that 
I still want to build castles on the sand 
And expect them to survive the wind 
The wind that passed through the window 
Before the widow 
Mourns her loss 
Of a gullible husband 
Who died over seas 
After being tortured by ego 
Slaved by greedy 
Boxed by race 
In a sea of nations 
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Colorblind 
Michael Jason Reed 
 
The lube seals the deal until it hurts 
To let them know how much they’re worth. 
It’s a contradiction how it works: 
Incurable but insurable. 
Walking where I don’t want to walk, 
Talking when I don’t want to talk, 
Fucking who I don’t want to fuck, 
So I’m running back to get away. 
 
They all buy, sell, and trade 
Every single shade of grey 
And they don’t seem to know 
That every time a ransom is paid, 
Any deal that is made 
Is a fake, just for show. 
There is something everybody tries – 
To cleanse another’s insides, 
But to sterilize everything they do 
Is a selfish enterprise. 
It is no real surprise 
That when the ink dries, 
It is all untrue. 
It’s like a spirit – brightening up the day 
For those who need it that way – 
Coming too close to those who still want shade. 
So I’m running back to get away. 
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Colorblind from the black and white 
And looking for a little light to soften 
All the lines drawn to define 
The dismissal of a bigger problem. 
They’ll get to that when the shade goes back to grey. 
Living in the middle to pretend they’ve earned their pay, 
Everyone is just a bum begging to reverse decay. 
So to keep integrity intact 
Everybody acts like a rat, 
Like that is okay. 
Because a race run on a rigged track 
Reverses at every half, 
I’m running back to get away. 
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Rose by Anjili Gomes 

 
Between U and I 
Jean de Dieu Mbonyimana 
 
You 22 and you 22 
Killing each other for a fat rat 
Never satisfied 
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A fat rat is never satisfied 
Using you to such your own blood 
So a fat rat can keep growing 
Growing 
Growing 
Growing 
If we don’t change our mentality 
A fat rat will eat all of us 
Because 
You 
Ignorant, blind motherfucker 
Have been used 
Against you and us for centuries. 
Now we are here… 
2017 fighting the same wars we fought for a fat rat in 1817 
Can you see that 
Or are you still blind? 
Open your eyes 
I mean your soul’s eyes 
Love peace respect 
Kindness is the only virtue 
That will open your soul’s eyes 
So you can see 
How we have been 
Used for generations 
To create division between u and i 
It’s all 
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Between u and i 
Between u and i 
Between u and i 
U and I,  
U and I 
 
Politicians & Celebrity 
Jean de Dieu Mbonyimana 
 
I am a Greek god. 
Am I a Greek god? 
Am I asking you, 
Or am I telling you? 
I don’t know, maybe both. 
Is it because I know how to give pleasure 
To the body 
By paying attention to every sensation 
Produced by your body? 
Or because I know how to trick your mind 
Into obsessing about me? 
Is it why I have become a Greek god? 
 
Wait, wait, wait a minute, 
I think I know why I’ve become a Greek god. 
Is it my ego 
That blinded me to the mockery of my peers? 
I guess I am still confused. 
You see I am still asking you 
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Even though I claim to know why I have become a Greek 
god. 
 
Beginning of the End 
Jean de Dieu Mbonyimana 
 
Age of madness ends 
 
That, that creates 
Creates nations 
Nations with borders of tension 
Tensions that create wars 
Wars that kill the young ones 
Who die fighting for a mythical world 
That they never knew but hold imagination to. 
 
Not long ago sitting and thinking 
Thinking of clinging 
Clinging to the history 
History I, 
I was told is mine 
Don’t wanna embrace the reality 
Today’s reality 
Myth is the reality 
So I, 
I hold 
Hold that 
Hold that reality in my head 
Not really reality but a lie 
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That, that creates 
Creates nations 
Nations with borders of tension 
Tensions that create wars 
Wars that kill the young ones 
Who die fighting for lines planted in their imagination 
 
Age of madness ends 
With 
A mad man 
In a powerful position 
Channels of communication 
Used for corruption 
Creating confusion 
Hard to distinguish 
Truth from fiction 
Do you see where it’s going already? 
If you can’t distinguish 
Fiction from the truth 
What’s next? 
Maybe waking up 
So you can see 
Manipulation used for generations 
Creating reality 
Not really reality 
But mythology 
From the history 
To create separation 
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That, that creates 
Creates nations 
Nations with borders of tension 
Tensions that create wars 
Wars that kill the young ones 
Who die fighting for old deranged men. 
 

 
Photography by Carl Swann 
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